
  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
   Welcome to "Color of Romance"   

 

Because we love romance and beauty, this Sampler is designed with colors that reflect our 
emotions and it is filled with enough 
variety to satisfy our senses.  

 
All the blocks, fabrics and colors are 
explained in detail for just the right 

romantic feeling in your quilt.   
 
Each month explore the assets of color 

and value along with the charm of each 
blocks design.   
 

To create interest and movement 
around the quilt, some of the blocks are 
pieced and some are appliquéd.  The 

appliqué is designed with beginner in 
mind so you can prepare by hand or 
machine and both styles will be 

demonstrated with complete visual and 
written guides. 
 

This block of the month is a 9 month class to give you enough time to prepare and enjoy the 
elements of each block.  Each month has complete instructions for rotary cutting, machine 
piecing and plenty of color photos.  Different techniques are featured each month.  Final class is 
a celebration and summation of your accomplishment. 
 

 

Blessings, 
Bev Remillard 
bevrem@aol.com 

949 547-0788 
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Fabric Information 
 

Choosing the fabrics for this quilt will be an exploration of color and value.  I encourage you to 

use plenty of variety and those special pretty fabrics that you've been saving for just  
the right quilt!   

 

You will need basically 5 color families + Light prints for block backgrounds.  (All options 
are on next page) Those color families should contrast and complement each other.  For 

instance, Blue is a contrast with yellow, but it also complements.  When you choose your colors, 

you will want at least 3 variations of patterns, designs or tones within each color family.  You 
will also want to lights, medium and dark values within each family.   I would like to 

recommend Green as one of your color families, so choose many varieties, values and prints of 

this color.  It is not necessary to have a large quantity of all the fabric, only the main choices. 
 

For the backgrounds within the blocks, you will need to choose at least (2) light backgrounds of 

at least 1/2 yard quantities, unless you prefer an all over look of (1), then you'll want to 
purchase 1-1/4 yards total.  

  

From the color families, designate 2 choices as your main fabrics - for this quilt I chose Blue 
and Pink.  You will use these colors throughout the quilt in many ways.  For example I fussy cut 
Blue floral for the center of the main block and also used in the final border.  Of the main color 

choices plan approx. 1-1/4 yards of fabric, depending upon fabric placement and frequency.  
You will also use your main color throughout the quilt in varying fabric choices and in different 
blocks (this creates movement and balance).  You will need 8-10 minor fabrics for the appliqué 
and other blocks, a fat eighth or fat quarter should be enough for these fabrics, if you really like 

the fabric, choose (2) fat quarters - again, choose within the families and choose plenty of 
patterns/prints/tones.   

  

Each block will have an instruction sheet listing details of fabric and quantity required.    
I have also included a total fabric sheet. 

Sample of main fabrics - from these, choose at least 3 minor choices 
Allow the color choices to be a comforting and relaxing experience. Would also highly recommend a 

collection as it is already coordinated.  You would need to purchase additional fabric for the borders and 

background (1/3 yard of 3-4 choices). 
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Tape a small swatch of your fabric choices over printed ones to keep organized. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

"Color of Romance©" 
Fabric/Color Choices and Total Yardage  

Total ydg 1-1/4 yards 
Total ydg 1 

yard 

Total ydg 1 yard Total ydg 3/4 

yard 

Total ydg 
 1-1/2 yards 

Total ydg 3/4 yard 

Total ydg  

1-1/4 yards 

Total ydg 3/4 

yard 

Total ydg 2 

Fat Quarter 

Choose a few other fabrics in contrasting tones and 

purchase 1 fat quarter or less 

3-6 Green Choices at Fat 

Eighth are great for leaves  
and stems 

3-5 Pink/Red Choices at Fat 
Eighth are great for flowers  

and buds 

A few extra Blues at 1/3 yard 
each are very importance for 

my main color 

A Bold yellow or gold 

works with almost any 

color combination - At 

least 1/2 yard 
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